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Ubiquitous deployment of on-body sensors

Fitness-band SmartphoneSmart Watch

How should we communicate with on-body sensors 
which have a limited energy budget?

Teeth SensorSensor TattooBiometric clothing



Wireless radios consume an order of magnitude 
higher power compared to low power sensors

Current state of wireless radio power consumption
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Technology trends in wireless radio power consumption
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Wireless radio power reduction is slow…

Client Beamforming for Rate Scalability and MU-MIMO Networks, Hang Yu, Rice University



Backscatter — an ultra low power communication primitive

Backscatter enables ultra low-power wireless communication
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Problem: NO reader infrastructure in mobile environment 

Fitness-band SmartphoneSmart Watch



Related work: leveraging WiFi signals for backscatter

Infrastructure-less backscatter Infrastructure-assisted backscatter

Wi-Fi Backscatter: Internet Connectivity for RF-Powered Devices

Bryce Kellogg, Aaron Parks, Shyamnath Gollakota, Joshua R. Smith, and David Wetherall
University of Washington

{kellogg, anparks, gshyam, jrsjrs, djw}@uw.edu

Abstract– RF-powered computers are small devices that com-
pute and communicate using only the power that they harvest from
RF signals. While existing technologies have harvested power from
ambient RF sources (e.g., TV broadcasts), they require a dedicated
gateway (like an RFID reader) for Internet connectivity.

We present Wi-Fi Backscatter, a novel communication system
that bridges RF-powered devices with the Internet. Specifically,
we show that it is possible to reuse existing Wi-Fi infrastructure
to provide Internet connectivity to RF-powered devices. To show
Wi-Fi Backscatter’s feasibility, we build a hardware prototype and
demonstrate the first communication link between an RF-powered
device and commodity Wi-Fi devices. We use off-the-shelf Wi-Fi
devices including Intel Wi-Fi cards, Linksys Routers, and our or-
ganization’s Wi-Fi infrastructure, and achieve communication rates
of up to 1 kbps and ranges of up to 2.1 meters. We believe that
this new capability can pave the way for the rapid deployment and
adoption of RF-powered devices and achieve ubiquitous connectiv-
ity via nearby mobile devices that are Wi-Fi enabled.

CATEGORIES AND SUBJECT DESCRIPTORS

C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless communi-
cation
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is increasingly becoming feasible to perform low-end comput-
ing, sensing, and more recently communication [17] by harvesting
power from ambient RF signals including TV, cellular, and Wi-Fi
transmissions [26, 27, 22]. This technology is intriguing because it
may be embedded inexpensively into everyday objects to help real-
ize the pervasive vision of the “Internet of Things” [9]: objects that
operate and communicate with each other when they are nearby, all
without the need to ever plug them in or maintain batteries.

Existing technologies, however, lack the central component in
this vision of an RF-powered Internet of Things: an ability to con-
nect RF-powered devices to the Internet. Using conventional radio
communication to achieve this connectivity is challenging, since it
consumes orders of magnitude more power than is available in am-
bient RF [23]. Communication techniques like ambient backscat-
ter [17] enable these devices to communicate with each other; but
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Figure 1—Wi-Fi Backscatter at a high level. The figure shows a
Wi-Fi Backscatter tag (an RF-powered device) communicating with
a Wi-Fi enabled mobile device. On the uplink, the Wi-Fi Backscat-
ter tag conveys information by modulating the CSI and RSSI mea-
surements received at the Wi-Fi device. On the downlink, the Wi-
Fi device conveys information by encoding bits in the presence or
silence of Wi-Fi packets. The Wi-Fi Backscatter tag uses its low-
power Wi-Fi packet detector circuit to decode this information.

they create an isolated network disconnected from the Internet. A
naïve solution is to develop and deploy special-purpose powered
infrastructure devices, along the lines of RFID readers, that can
connect the two networks. But deploying new support infrastruc-
ture adds cost and, more importantly, diminishes the key value-
proposition of RF-powered systems — an ability to operate without
dedicated power infrastructure.

In this paper, we ask if it is possible to reuse existing infrastruc-
ture to connect these devices to the Internet. Specifically, we seek
to design RF-powered devices that communicate directly with com-
modity Wi-Fi devices. A positive answer would pave the way for a
rapid and simple deployment of the RF-powered Internet of Things
by letting these devices connect to existing mobile phones and Wi-
Fi APs. It would also expand the functionality of Wi-Fi networks
in a new direction: from providing connectivity to existing Wi-Fi
clients to a whole new class of battery-free devices.

Achieving this capability, however, is challenging since conven-
tional low-power Wi-Fi transceivers require much more power than
is available from ambient RF signals. Thus, it is not feasible for RF-
powered devices to literally speak the Wi-Fi protocol. Conversely,
since existing Wi-Fi devices are specifically designed to receive Wi-
Fi signals, it is unclear how they would decode other kinds of sig-
nals from RF-powered devices.

We introduce Wi-Fi Backscatter, a novel communication system
in which RF-powered “things” can communicate with off-the-shelf
Wi-Fi devices. At a high level, a Wi-Fi Backscatter tag communi-
cates with a Wi-Fi device by modulating its Wi-Fi channel. Since
channel information including CSI and RSSI is widely available
on commodity Wi-Fi devices, the Wi-Fi receiver can extract the
modulated information by measuring the changes in its channel. To
understand this in more detail, consider the Wi-Fi Backscatter tag
and Wi-Fi enabled mobile device in Fig. 1. The Wi-Fi Backscatter
tag communicates by modulating the Wi-Fi channel as seen by the
mobile device. Specifically, it conveys a ‘1’ and a ‘0’ bit by either
reflecting or absorbing the Wi-Fi packets received by the mobile
device. The reflected signals change the per-packet CSI and RSSI

WiFi Backscatter (Sigcomm14) Passive WiFi (NSDI16)
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WiFi packets: 01100110…

tag bits: 10011010…WiFi transmitter WiFi receiver

Limitation: WiFi signal is much louder than the 
backscatter signal

WiFi Backscatter (Sigcomm 14) — backscatter WiFi signals



WiFi Backscatter (Sigcomm 14) — backscatter WiFi signals

WiFi packets: 01100110…

WiFi transmitter WiFi receiver

Limitation: WiFi signal is much louder than the 
backscatter signal
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Passive WiFi (NSDI 16) — independent carrier transmitter

Limitation: needs a new device to be carried

WiFi receivertag bits: 10011010…
Plug-in devices —> 
generate the carrier
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Fitness-band SmartphoneSmart Watch

Can we leverage multiple WiFi/Bluetooth radios on 
mobile devices to enable backscatter?



How do we deal with interference?

WiFi/Bluetooth signal

backscatterPower

frequency

Strong interference because backscatter channel and WiFi/
Bluetooth channel are same.



How do we deal with interference?

WiFi/Bluetooth signal

backscatterPower

frequency

Interference reduces if backscatter channel is shifted away 
from WiFi/Bluetooth channel



Why does interference reduce?
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How to frequency-shift backscattered signals?
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Spectrum when tag backscatters Bluetooth signals
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How to embed bits? — packet-level encoding
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Packet-level Encoding Bit-level Encoding

packet



How to embed bits? — packet-level encoding
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How to embed bits? — packet-level encoding
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Packet-level Encoding Bit-level Encoding
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How to embed bits? — bit-level encoding
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How to embed bits? — bit-level encoding
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Packet-level Encoding Bit-level Encoding
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How to embed bits? — bit-level encoding
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What about the tag power consumption?

Oscillator 
Frequency

Power Consumption

32kHz 1.48µW

1MHz 326µW

10MHz 2.04mW

Can we perform 20MHz frequency 
shifting at a few uWs?
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Leverage low power ring oscillator

output

Use the smallest number of gates to produce the desired 
frequency shift.
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Human body 
temperature
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Disadvantages — sensitive to temperature variations
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Human body 
temperature
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Disadvantages — sensitive to temperature variations
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FS-Backscatter performance in mobile deployment
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FS-Backscatter achieves around 22kbps in mobile 
deployment



Conclusion

Enable backscatter for wearables by leveraging multiple 
Bluetooth and WiFi radios on mobile devices.

WiFi signals Bluetooth signals


